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Abstract—It is essential that a monitoring system is being
designed with performance and scalability in mind. But due
to the diversity and complexity of both the monitoring and
the monitored systems, it is currently difficult to reason on
both performance and scalability using ad hoc techniques. Thus,
both simulation is required and analytical models based on
well established techniques such as queueing theory have to be
developed.
In this paper we provide an analytical modeling of the behaviour
of the commonly used manager-agent monitoring frameworks
within two scenarios: single manager-single agent and single
manager-multiple agents. The two designed models enable the
automation of the estimation of the scalability limit of the
two types of management monitoring schemes regarding a
performance metric like the monitoring delay. We validate our
developed models through simulation based on parameters values
obtained from the performance measurement of a life running
JMX-based monitoring applications with the two scenarios.

Index Terms—Monitoring, Scalability, Modeling techniques

I. INTRODUCTION

Despite the increasing use of on site measurement tech-

niques, analytical models still play an important and comple-

mentary role in the performance evaluation of communication

networks and protocols, as they are often more rigorously

defined and provide an elegant method to obtain performance

evaluation and results. The increase in both size and require-

ments on management systems which have to deal with more

managed systems and management data while at the same time

being able to maintain an accurate and near real time vision

of the managed systems puts high pressure on the monitoring

part and algorithms of the management system. In this context,

modeling of monitoring frameworks needs more attention and

the development of queueing based model becomes crucial to

both assess their performance and verify results obtained from

measurement. Such models are also very important to address

the following problems:

(i) managed system capacity provisioning, which enables

a managed system to determine how much capacity

to allocate to monitoring activities in order to still be

managed;

(ii) management cost identification, which enables the re-

source consumption to be determined for a given man-

agement configuration;

(iii) monitoring system tuning, which enables management

system bottlenecks to be identified for the purpose of

tuning.

However, modeling management frameworks is not trivial

for the following reasons. First, various management frame-

works have vastly different organisational, communication and

information models, underlying protocols and technologies

with different performance characteristics. Furthermore, in a

management system :

(i) there may be resources constraints at the agent side,

usually integrated in different ways on the managed

system;

(ii) management data caching, filtering and aggregation [1]

may be performed directly at by agent which complicates

the performance modeling;

(iii) real management workload has different time scales,

where some requests need small time scales, and others

are less frequent with larger time scales.

Finally, the management community has a lack of input

on workloads that management systems experience in real

life. Management of networks and services is usually achieved

through the use of a management framework consisting of a

management algorithm running on different entities and using

an underlying management protocol. Each entity provides

a certain management facility to its preceding entity and

uses the facility provided by its successor to carry out its

part of the overall management task. For instance, a typical

management framework, consists of three entities- a manager

that is responsible for triggering management requests initiated

by human beings (administrator) operations or a hard and

software modules running a management algorithm; an agent

that implements managed objects with their derived attributes,

operations and notifications. The agent is also responsible to

fetch management data from the managed system, respond to

the manager requests and issues notifications when a threshold

is crossed. The third entity is the real managed system that

provides the primary functions to overcome service’s users

requirements [2]. In such a management framework, incoming

management operations trigger requests, processed by the

agent, and fetch management data from the managed system.

In this paper, we developed models based on closed network

of queues for a manager-agent pattern, where each queue rep-

resents one monitoring entity. Although, management frame-

works may be different, they are constructed using this pattern



as a subsystem. Thus, a key contribution of this work is that

a complex model of a management framework is reduced to

model management requests handling at the individual entities

and across them. We validate our developed mathematical

formula using queueing simulation where parameters values

are obtained from performance measurement of a Java Man-

agement eXtension (JMX) [3] based management platform to

monitor a Java based web server.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section

II provides an overview of related works, mainly those where

some analytical models are proposed to assess the performance

of monitoring systems. Section III depicts some properties of

monitoring frameworks that impact their scalability. In section

IV, we develop our analytical models for the main scenarios

: single manager-single agent and single manager-multiple

agents. We also provide an analysis of these models. In section

V, we provide simulation results that verify the developed

mathematical formula. Section VII presents our conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK

The main distinction of our case study is the performance

and scalability evaluation of monitoring systems. The tech-

niques used in this study have benefited from the literature on

systems performance evaluation (e.g., Jain [4] and Gunter et

al. [5]).

In the network and services management community rigor-

ous analytical models are rare. To our knowledge, only the

following works have provided queueing models dedicated

to management frameworks so far. In [6], the authors pro-

pose a queueing model of a manager within an Enterprise

management system. In [7], the authors use some queueing

modeling features to simulate the behaviour of an SNMPv1

agent. The thesis of Subramanyan [8] contains a model of the

behaviour of a hierarchical SNMP based management plat-

form using queueing networks. In [9], authors provide some

formulas to assess the performance of different management

approaches (centralized, distributed and mobile agents). These

mathematical results are empirical rather than developed from

well defined modeling approaches.

Performance modeling of Internet services and applications

is well studied in other disciplines for other puroposes [10],

[11] but these models usually omit the monitoring part from

their models despite the fact that the quality of a service de-

rived from performance quantities is driven by the monitoring

part and its impact is not negligible. Thus, coupling services

and monitoring performance models is a point of interest to

provide service quality requirements. The very recent work of

Beitgang [12] does such a coupling. There, authors assess the

impact of monitoring with a load sharing strategy on servers

ressources. Our work follows a similar path to provide well

defined monitoring performance models that will be usefull

to reliably optimize monitoring systems to fit their monitored

environments mainly large scales ones.

III. MONITORING FRAMEWORKS MODELS

In our work, we focus only on the manager-agent pattern

since it is the most used and any traditional monitoring

framework can be seen as a composition of this pattern. Recent

management frameworks such as autonomic management still

relies on this pattern where an autonomic entity is a local

loop of a manager and an agent. The question that arises when

using a monitoring framework with this pattern is related to it’s

scalability limit while increasing a scale factor. We want to be

able to predict this limit with regard to monitoring delays. The

factors that affect this delay are mainly the number of agents,

managed devices, monitoring variables and their monitoring

rates. This limit defines the range of values of a scale factor

that guarantees a suitable delay with respect to a tolerance

value. We study limit prediction models for two monitoring

scenarios which are the single manager-single agent and single

manager-multiple agents. Figure 1 depicts their monitoring

models, where management variables are collected by a built-

in algorithm on the manager that connects to a single or to

many agents to retrieve variables values.

Fig. 1. Fundamental topologies of traditional monitoring frameworks. (a)
single manager-single agent.(b) single manager-many agents

We consider a periodic polling workload issued by an

implicit monitoring algorithm [2] on the manager. This type

of workload is interactive since each polled variable issues a

monitoring operation when its monitoring interval arises.

The performance of monitoring has to be characterised

by some suitable metrics. As stated in [13], the delay that

monitoring calls experience is a good metric for a monitoring

algorithm performance. The attribute delay is defined as the

time experienced by a monitoring attribute to retrieve its value

from an agent to a manager.

A. Monitoring workload model

Monitoring traffic generated either with polling or notifica-

tion activity can be modeled as an ON/OFF process where a

monitoring variable alternates between ON (busy) and OFF

(idle) states. This is depicted in Figure 2.

A monitoring variable enters the ON state, when it attempts

to retrieve its value by calling a monitoring operation. This

operation needs one or more monitoring protocol messages

interlevead by the ITM (Inter-Message) times. Each message

may carries one or more values of a monitoring variable.

Therefore, the duration of the ON period depends on the

variable granularity (simple or tabular), the network conditions

and monitoring protocol operations (logical or single). After

all values of the monitoring variable are fetched, the variable

goes into the OFF state. The duration of ON state and OFF



Fig. 2. ON/OFF model for a monitoring variable workload within (a) polling
activity and (b) notification activity.

state correspond to monitoring delay and monitoring interval,

respectively. OFF time denotes any time that the variable is

inactive. ON time is the time taken to fetch all values of

a monitoring variable in a monitoring operation. The ON

state can be split into successive monitoring messages used

to deliver variable’s values.

IV. ANALYTICAL MODELS

We have developed a simple queueing network model that

applies to a manager agent pattern shared by an interactive

set of monitoring variables with the ON/OFF activity model

described above. We consider, in this work, closed queueing

networks where the number of monitoring variables in the

system is always constant. Each queue within the model

represents a monitoring entity, i.e. the monitoring algorithm,

the manager and the agent. Here, we assume an implicit

monitoring algorithm running on the manager using polling

operations. Each monitoring variable incurs a single monitor-

ing protocol message to carry its value from the agent.

Here, we consider a finite population of M interactive

monitoring variables with ON/OFF traffic, which are shar-

ing the manager queue to request their values from one or

many agents. We assume that the M variables OFF times

distribution fits an exponential distribution whose mean is

∆. Herein, we assume a naive monitoring algorithm where

monitoring calls of different variables occurs continuously and

independently at a constant rate. We model the monitoring

algorithm, that fetches variables values, as an infinite server

(IS). The respective service times of a monitoring message

(which is a component of the ON times) have a general

distribution whose mean is S. Figure 3(a) depicts the single

manager-single agent scenario modeled with a closed queueing

network. This monitoring pattern fits perfectly to the well

etablished machine repair model [5]. The figure 3(b) depicts

the single manager-multiple agents scenario modeled with a

closed queueing network model. The latter maps to to the

well known central server model [14]. We assume processor-

sharing queues, and our results hold for any general service

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Closed queueing models for two monitoring scenarios: (a) single
manager-single agent, (b) single manager-many agents.

time distribution as long as the monitoring intervals (think

times) have an exponential distribution. We have a closed-form

solution for the two models and we can describe the delays

with simple parameters. In this work, our model analysis is

based on the use of Little’s Law [5]. This law states that the

response time of a queue is equal to the mean number of jobs

within the queue to its throughput. If one denotes by K the

queue length, γ the throughput and T is the response time,

then Little’s law is given by :

T =
K

γ
(1)

The performance model parameters are computed using

the Mean Value Analysis (MVA) technique [5]. This method

is based on two fundamental equations and it allows us to

compute the mean values of measures of interest such as mean

waiting times, throughput, and the mean number of jobs at

each node. It is based on Little’s law and the theorem of the

distribution at the arrival time (in short, arrival theorem) for

closed product-form networks. This technique allows us to

identify scalability limits for each scenario with respect to a

scale factor variation. It provides mean values of metrics rather

than a full distribution.

Below is a list of parameters used for expected response

times using the selected queueing models:

• M : the number of monitoring attributes polled by an

algorithm residing on the manager.



• N : the number of agents attached to the single manager.

• ∆ : the mean monitoring interval of monitoring attributes.

• R : the response time from a queueing theory view that

represents monitoring delays.

• γ : the throughput in terms of completed jobs. In our

context it represents the number of polled attributes.

• µi : service rate at node i (manager or agent)

• Si : service time at node i.

• ei : the visit ratio of a node i.

• Di : service demand Di = ei × Si at node i.

We use closed queueing networks with an interactive traffic

(ON/OFF model). The response time T in Little’s law, ex-

pressed by equation 1, represents the total cycle time. We thus

obtain: T = R+∆. The mean number K of customers within

the closed queueing network is constant, hence we obtain

K = M . Little’s law can thus be transformed as follows:

R =
M

γ
− ∆ (2)

We use the above formula to estimate the monitoring delay

R with the two monitoring scenarios. Following, we denote

by the symbol SS the single manager-single agent model and

by the symbol SM the single manager-multiple agents model.

A. Single manager-single agent model analysis

We begin by considering the monitoring delay of a single

agent as depicted in Figure 3(a). The monitoring delay RSS

computed from 2 is given by:

RSS(M) =
M

γSS(M)
− ∆SS (3)

We observe that the scalability limit regarding delays is the

number of monitoring attributes M and their monitoring times

∆. Thus when M increases or ∆ decreases, the response times

increase. A monitoring system needs to provide a suitable

delay to guarantee a good timeliness of polled attributes.

Consequently, we need to bound monitoring delays to some

threshold value. In this case, we take the monitoring interval

∆ as this threshold.

We will now assess the bound on the number M of variable

that provides bounded delays to the monitoring interval ∆.

Let respectively Dmax, Dsum and Davg be the maximum,

respectively the sum and the average of service demand by

queue of all non IS-node. We have :

Dmax = max(Di), Dsum =
∑

Di (4)

where i ∈ Manager, agent and Davg = Dsum

M

From the balanced job bound analysis [5] we have the upper

bound of the throughput denoted by

γmax = min(
1

Dmax

,
M

∆ + Rmin

) (5)

where

Rmin = max(M × Dmax − ∆,

Dsum + ((M − 1) × Davg × Dsum

Dsum+∆ )) (6)

is the lower bound of response time. The highest possible

overall throughout is restricted by each node in the network

especially by the bottleneck nodes. Thus, we get γSS(M) ≤
γmax. From the model in Figure 3(a), the visit ratios are given

by : eA = 1 and eM = 2. At first we determine that : γmax =
1

Dmax

, where Dmax = max{eM × SM , eA × SA} = 2× SM .

herein, we observe that the bottleneck node is the manager.

Using the upper bound ∆ on the response time RSS(M), we

get as a bound on the number M of monitoring attributes :

M∗ ≤
∆

SM

(7)

B. Single manager-many agents model analysis

We use the same methodology as above to determine the

monitor in delays (i.e. those for which values where received in

time) within the model depicted in Figure 3(b). We assume that

each Monitoring attribute generates N jobs to retrieve its value

from the N agents. We assume also that jobs are asynchronous

and do not account for any synchronisation between them.

Thus, the monitoring delay RSM computed from 2 is given

by :

RSM (M, N) =
M × N

γSM (M, N)
− ∆SM (8)

We observe that the scalability limits are the number of

monitoring attributes, the number of agents and the monitoring

times ∆SM . As the first scenario, we would like to predict

the number of agents that provide a monitoring delay less or

equal to the monitoring time. We determine that the throughput

γSM ≤ 1
(N+1)×SM

since the visit ratio of the Manager is equal

to N +1. Given equation 8, the bound on the number of agents

N∗ is given by :

N∗ ≤
2 × ∆ × γmax

M
(9)

V. SIMULATION

We have simulated the queueing models that we propose

in section IV for the polling based manager-agent model

with the single manager-single agent scenario and the single

manager-multiple agents one. We developed a Matlab script

that implements the Mean Value Analysis (MVA) algorithm

to compute our performance metrics mainly the monitoring

delays while varying a scalability factor.

The simulation input parameters, mainly the service rates for

the manager and agents are obtained from the measurement

of a running JMX based manager-agent pattern application

monitoring a web server. Table V summarizes the input

parameters for the queueing model that we consider.

We note that all measurements of service times are obtained

from low monitoring rates (1 request/second) to avoid measur-

ing the queueing latency in addition to the service times. This



Queue Type Description Service time strategy Mean service time (seconds)

Monitoring Attributes -/M/∞-IS Polled attributes load independent 0.994

Manager -/M/1-FCFS Manager subsystem Load dependent 0.00114

Agent -/M/1-FCFS Agent subsystem Load dependent 0.0016

TABLE I
MODEL INPUT PARAMETERS FOR SIMULATION RESULTS.

method has been successfully employed in similar problems

[10].

A. Results

First we provide results of the single manager-single agent

scenario where we have varied the number of monitoring

variables M from 1 to 1000 with a mean monitoring interval

∆ = 1 second. Using the parameters in table V and the

equation 7, we obtain as theoretical bound of attributes M∗

close to 877. In this case, delays are less or equal to 1 second

(monitoring interval). As depicted in Figure 4, we find that

simulation results give the same value as the mathematical

formula 7.
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Fig. 4. Monitoring delays of the single manager-single agent scenario as a
function of the number of polled attributes

Secondly, we want to predict the maximal number of agents

N∗ within the single manager-multiple agents scenario and

compare it with simulation results. Using values of table V, we

observe that γmax = 1
(N+1)×SM

. We transform the equation

9 and we obtain:

N∗ ≤
1

2

√

8 × ∆

M × SM

+ 1 − 1 (10)

In the simulation of a single manager-multiple agents sce-

nario, we fixed M = 1 and ∆SM = 1 and we varied the

number of agents N. Using equation 10 and values from

the table V, we obtain the optimal number of agents that

guarantee a monitoring delay less or equal to 1 second close

to N∗ = 41 agents. As depicted in Figure 5(a), we observe

that the theoretical result corresponds to the value obtained

using simulation.
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Fig. 5. Performance of the single manager-multiple agents scenario as a
function of the number of agents. (a) monitoring delays. (b) total throughput
in terms of attributes/s.

VI. DISCUSSION

Our analysis confirms an overall intiuition that the single

manager-single agent has a better scalability limit regarding

the number of attributes than the single manager-multiple

agents regarding an increase in the number of agents. Accord-

ing to our mathematical formulation, designing a monitoring

system with the single manager-single agent pattern as a

management entity like an autonomic entity is more efficient

than traditional central manager with many agents. Despite that

this result seems to be trivial from an empirical manner, in this

work we validate it in a more rigorous analytical manner.



Our models are simple and usefull. Their underlying as-

sumptions appear however to be heavy and don’t reflect all real

world deployed monitoring applications. First, we consider in

this work a concurrency level of the monitoring algorithm

equal to 1, however main monitoring algorithms have a con-

currency level greater than one. Usually they rely on a multi-

threading approach to fetch variables values. Second, we con-

sidered in the modeling phase that monitoring events follow

a Poisson process with an exponential distributed monitoring

intervals. This assumption needs to be validated from real

work monitoring traffic traces. Recent work in [15] has started

traffic analysis of real world monitoring applications. Their

data sets will be very useful to identify statistical assumptions

of queueing models of monitoring applications.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we respond to the following question: ”how

to predict the scalability of a monitoring application following

the manager-agent pattern?” By using simple analytical models

based on the well developped queueing theory. To this end

we have developped two analytical models for two major

scenarios: the single manager-single agent and the single

manager-multiple agents. The performance metric of interest

is the delay that experiences a manager to retrieve the values

of monitoring variables from a set of agents. This delay is

important to collect accurate data that reflects a real time view

of the monitored system or when monitored attributes are short

live like SIP1 transactions for example. Our aim is to predict

the scalability limits of each scenarios with regard to delays

when the number of agents and attributes increases. We have

shown that our analytical models are in line with simulations.

We also assessed that the single manager-single agent scales

better than the second with respect to their scale factors.

While the model is performant, it needs to be enhanced to

support other monitoring features among which the concur-

rency level is the most important one, especially in the single

manager-multiple agents scenario where attributes are in some

case retrieved in parallel from agents. This will be the main

objective of our future work in this modeling activity. A second

activity will be to apply the model to SNMP-based systems.

This mainly consists in measuring the parameters needed to

feed the model from real world systems. This latter activity is

pursued in the context of the FP6-IST EMANICS Network of

Excellence.
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